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SUPPLEMENTARY PASS LIST

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)

10124964 AGBEWORDE, LINDA SENA  HUMAN RES MAN
10128046 BOATENG, KWABENA OKYERE  MARKETING
10134073 ARYEE, NANA ANTWIWAA AMA  HUMAN RES MAN

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)

10124715 ADJENTI, ERNESTINA  BANK & FINANCE
10140044 AFATSAWO-SOSU, DANIEL KORKU  BANK & FINANCE
10138347 AKOTIAH, DORA ADU  BANK & FINANCE
10030632 AMAOAH, EKOW MENSAAH  HUMAN RES MAN
10134067 APEANYO, JORIS ERICO KWABI  BANK & FINANCE
10133724 AWUKU, EVELYN OTUBEA .A.  HUMAN RES MAN
10134203 MENSAH, SAMUEL BOATENG  BANK & FINANCE
10238636 NKRUMAH, PHILIP HUMPHREY K.  ACCOUNTING
10134121 NYADROH, KOFI HOLYLORD  MARKETING
10148236 TAKYI, ERNEST APPAU ACCOUNTING

THIRD CLASS HONOURS

10125758 AHENKAN, EUNICE AKYAA HUMAN RES MAN
10125102 KWASI-KUMAH, JENNIFER HUMAN RES MAN

PASS

10134925 BOSOMPEM, JAMES ASANTE ACCOUNTING
10238293 DODOO, JESSE ACCOUNTING
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